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BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 heterojunctionsw
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An ultrasound-assisted, precipitation–deposition method has been

developed to synthesise visible-light-responsive BiOBr–ZnFe2O4

heterojunction photocatalysts. The heterojunctions with suitable

BiOBr/ZnFe2O4 ratios have a fascinating micro-spherical

morphology and exhibit exceptional photocatalytic activity in

visible-light degradation of Rhodamine B.

The semiconductor BiOBr has recently stimulated intensive

interest in solar energy conversion due to its high photocatalytic

activity and stability under UV and visible light irradiation.1–6

BiOBr is a lamellar-structured p-type semiconductor with

intrinsic indirect band gap which endows it with excellent

mobility and a prolonged transfer path for photogenerated

electrons.7 However, the band gap energy (Eg) of BiOBr is

around 2.9 eV, indicating that it cannot absorb a significant

part of visible-light above 430 nm.8

Impurity doping is an effective and the most frequently used

method to extend the optical absorption edge of wide band gap

semiconductors.1,9–11 Indeed, the doping of BiOBr with I or Pb

may narrow the band gap of BiOBr significantly.6,12 However, the

activity of doped photocatalysts is usually sensitive to both the

doping level and homogeneity.5 In contrast, combining two

semiconductors with different band gaps to form heterojunctions,

such as BiOCl/Bi2O3 and AgI/BiOI,8,13 is more flexible than

doping for broadening the visible-light absorption and less

sensitive to the component homogeneity (i.e. better tolerance to

component heterogeneity). This is because the heterojunction has

great potential in tuning the desired electronic properties of the

composite photocatalysts.8 Though AgX (X = Cl, Br, I) are

frequently used in building heterojunctions with suitable semi-

conductors, they usually suffer from significant deactivation.8,13,14

Zinc ferrite (ZnFe2O4) is a spinel-type (AB2O4) semi-

conductor with a typical Eg of about 1.9 eV, which enables

it to absorb sunlight up to 653 nm or even larger.15 Despite the

fact that ZnFe2O4 itself has very little activity due to the rapid

recombination of light-excited charges, it shows good stability

in photodegradation of organics.16 Enhanced visible-light-

driven photoactivity has been observed over some composite

semiconductors which combine ZnFe2O4 with secondary semi-

conductor, such as TiO2 or ZnO, of large Eg.
5 These results

motivated us to fabricate BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 heterojunctions

with the hope of enhanced catalytic performance.

Here we report a class of novel p–n heterostructures comprising

of n-type ZnFe2O4 and p-type BiOBr. The BiOBr–ZnFe2O4

heterojunctions were prepared via a simple ultrasound deposition

method. Briefly, the ZnFe2O4 was dispersed into the Bi(NO3)3
solution prior to adding the mixture into a solution containing

stoichiometric KBr under ultrasonication. The obtained catalysts

were characterised using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning

Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy

(TEM), Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and UV-

Visible spectroscopy techniques. The catalysts showed preeminent

activity in the visible-light-driven photodegradation of Rhodamine

B (RhB). The experimental details are included in the ESI.w
The XRD patterns (Fig. 1) of the as-synthesised samples can

be indexed to Fd�3m cubic ZnFe2O4 (JCPDS 21-874)17 and

P4/nmm tetragonal BiOBr (JCPDS 73-2061)18 crystal phases,

respectively. The narrow and sharp Bragg diffractions of each

component reveal that BiOBr and ZnFe2O4 in the samples are

highly crystalline.17 No other phases can be found in the

BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 heterojunctions, suggesting that no impurity

species were formed between BiOBr and ZnFe2O4.
8 However,

the average crystallite sizes of BiOBr in the heterojunctions are

much smaller than that of pure BiOBr as shown in Table 1,

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of as-synthesised BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 samples.
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revealing the crystallite size of BiOBr may be attenuated by the

surface deposition onto ZnFe2O4. The preferential crystal plane

of the ultrasonication-deposited BiOBr is (110) rather than

(102) crystal plane for BiOBr synthesized by co-precipitation.4

The morphology and composition of the BiOBr–ZnFe2O4

were analysed by SEM, TEM, and EDS. The low-magnification

SEM image reveals that a typical 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4 sample

consists of a large number of particles with micro-spherical

structure (Fig. 2a). The high-resolution SEM image of an

individual particle (0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4, Fig. 2b) shows that

the outer part of the microsphere is constructed by numerous

thin flakes with a thickness of about 20 nm, which aggregated

together to form the hierarchical assembly.3 EDS analysis of the

microsphere reveals that Bi, O, Br, Zn and Fe elements coexist

in the BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 composite materials (ESIw). The TEM

image of the 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4 composite sample further

verifies that the microspheres are built with many nanoflakes

(Fig. 2c). It can be inferred that the individual nanoflakes were

formed and aggregated on the surface of ZnFe2O4 under the

ultrasound deposition process to form the hierarchical spheres.

The TEM image of single microsphere illustrates that it has a

hollow centre. The selected area electron diffraction (Fig. 2d) of

the assembly suggests that the BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 composites are

polycrystalline including both BiOBr and ZnFe2O4.
3

In order to understand the formation conditions of the micro-

spherical morphology of BiOBr–ZnFe2O4, SEM images of the

sample with different BiOBr/ZnFe2O4 ratios were conducted. The

spherical morphology disappeared once the BiOBr/ZnFe2O4 ratio

is less than one, because BiOBr cannot fully cover the surface of

ZnFe2O4 particles. For example, numerous irregularly arranged

nano-plates are observed in the SEM image of 0.5BiOBr–

0.5ZnFe2O4 (Fig. S1a, ESIw). On the basis of the SEM observa-

tion, we proposed the growth and assembly process of the

heterojunctions along with the component molar ratio. BiOBr is

prone to aggregating into stacked plates without secondary

particles existing in the synthetic solution (Fig. S6, ESIw). Given

that a suitable amount of ZnFe2O4 added into the solution, BiOBr

flakes will deposit uniformly on the surface of ZnFe2O4, which

serves as ‘seeds’ in the ultrasound-assisted deposition process, and

grows to form a spherical assembly of the BiOBr flaked blocks

around the seed. Once the added seeds exceed the desired amount

for spherical assembly, the BiOBr flakes cannot fully cover the

seeds, leading to irregular morphologies. The gradual change of

the colour in the synthetic solutions and UV-Vis spectra also

provides some evidence to support this assumption.

Fig. 3a shows the activity of RhB photodegradation on

as-synthesised BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 composites under visible-light

irradiation and Fig. 3b shows the absorption spectra variation

of RhB versus irradiation time on the 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4

sample. The characteristic absorption band of RhB at 554 nm

diminished quickly, accompanied by slight concomitant blue-

shift from 554 to 494 nm of the maximum absorption. The rate

constant per unit mass, k, of each photocatalyst is also listed in

Table 1. All the photocatalysts showed some photocatalytic

activity under visible-light irradiation but importantly RhB

itself was not decomposed in the absence of the catalyst. Pure

ZnFe2O4 showed weak reactivity, on which less than 10% RhB

was decomposed in 90 min irradiation, which was even worse

Table 1 The average crystallite sizes, Eg and photodegradation rate
constants (kRhB) of BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 composite photocatalysts

Photocatalyst
Crystallite
sizea/nm Eg

b/eV
kRhB/
min�1

BiOBr 107.3 2.88 0.070
0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4 75.1 2.13 0.201
0.7BiOBr–0.3ZnFe2O4 34.6 2.01 0.083
0.5BiOBr–0.5ZnFe2O4 27.9 2.25 0.148
0.1BiOBr–0.9ZnFe2O4 37.6 1.71 0.019
ZnFe2O4 83.4 1.67 0.001
TiO2 — 3.203 0.012
Mechanically mixed
0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4

— — 0.095

a Calculated from the Scherrer equation. b Eg was derived from

Eg = 1239.8/lg, where lg is the absorption edge in the UV-Vis spectra.4

Fig. 2 (a, b) FESEM images of the 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4 sample at

low and high magnification; (c, d) TEM and SAED images of

0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4.

Fig. 3 (a) Photodegradation of RhB over BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 composites;

(b) UV-Visible spectra of RhB vs. photoreaction time; wavelength shifts

as a function of the decrease in absorption maximum (inset).
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than P25 (Degussa TiO2 aerosol). The photodegradation of

RhB on P25 can be attributed to dye-sensitised photocatalysis

since P25 cannot be activated by visible light.4 The highest

activity was observed over the 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4 sample,

on which about 73% RhB was degraded in the first 10 minutes

of visible-light irradiation. The photoreaction kinetics constant

on the best catalyst is around 3 times and 200 times of those of

pure BiOBr and ZnFe2O4 samples, respectively. Although the

activity of the composite catalysts decreases as the amount of

ZnFe2O4 increases, 0.1BiOBr–0.9ZnFe2O4 is still much better

than ZnFe2O4 and is comparable to P25.

The kRhB values are not proportional to the molar ratio of

BiOBr/ZnFe2O4, suggesting that the coexistence of ZnFe2O4

and BiOBr gives rise to some positive synergy for the BiOBr–

ZnFe2O4 heterostructures. From the electronic structure point

of view, as depicted in Fig. 4, the band potentials of BiOBr and

ZnFe2O4 in the heterostructures fit the requirements to form a

heterojunction with a straddling gap, which may facilitate the

transfer of charge carriers and retard the e�–h+ recombina-

tion, resulting in improved photocatalytic performance. The

potentials of conductance and valence band (CB and VB) edges

of BiOBr and ZnFe2O4 were estimated via Mulliken electro-

negativity theory:19 EVB = Xsemiconductor � E0 + 0.5Eg, where

EVB is the VB edge potential, Xsemiconductor is the electro-

negativity of the semiconductor, which is the geometric mean

of the electronegativity of the constituent atoms, E0 is the

standard electrode potential on the hydrogen scale (ca. 4.5 eV).

The VB of ZnFe2O4 may partially accept the excited electrons

from VB of BiOBr and thereby stabilise its photogenerated

holes. The photogenerated holes have a strong oxidation

potential and serve as active sites responsible for RhB photo-

degradation.4 Furthermore, ZnFe2O4 is also a sensitiser which

considerably broadens the light absorption edges of the hetero-

junctions in visible-light regions, and may provide photo-

generated electrons to sensitise BiOBr.20 However, ZnFe2O4

is significantly less active since its photogenerated charges are

prone to recombination.8 On the other hand, the superior

reactivity of the BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 heterojunctions as compared

to BiOBr were observed on samples with appropriate molar

ratios of ZnFe2O4 to BiOBr, suggesting that there is a critical

ratio for such a positive synergistic effect. Above this critical

ratio, excessive ZnFe2O4 covers the active sites of BiOBr and

hinders the visible-light penetration in the sample to excite

BiOBr. This correspondingly deteriorates the photocatalytic

activity, as a consequence of less available BiOBr and increased

recombination of the photogenerated charges on ZnFe2O4.

The heterojunction effect can only occur on closely contacted

interfaces within the samples.21 Indeed, enhanced reactivity was

observed for the synthesised 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4 hetero-

junction than for the mechanically mixed 0.9BiOBr–0.1ZnFe2O4

sample (Fig. 3a) because the latter has more loosely contacted

interfaces. The activity of the mechanically mixed 0.9BiOBr–

0.1ZnFe2O4 is higher than BiOBr, which can be depicted in

terms of the Z-schemed photocatalysts in an aqueous solution,22

where the photocharges may transfer between the two semi-

conductors with different band gaps. Here, the Z-scheme system

can improve the electron separation via the aqueous medium

but is less efficient than the corresponding heterojunctions due

to the distance limit of the charge transfer.11 Hence, the enhanced

reactivity of the suitable BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 p–n junctions can

be reasonably assigned to the well-aligned straddling band-

structures of the BiOBr–ZnFe2O4 upon their intimately contacted

interfaces.
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Fig. 4 A simplified band structure diagram for BiOBr and ZnFe2O4.
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